Abstract: Accurate classification and identification of the detected terrain is the basis for the long-distance patrol mission of the planetary rover. But terrain measurement based on vision and radar is subject to conditions such as light changes and dust storms. In this paper, under the premise of not increasing the sensor load of the existing rover, a terrain classification and recognition method based on vibration is proposed. Firstly, the time-frequency domain transformation of vibration information is realized by fast Fourier transform (FFT), and the characteristic representation of vibration information is given. Secondly, a deep neural network based on multi-layer perception is designed to realize classification of different terrains. Finally, combined with the Jackal unmanned vehicle platform, the XQ unmanned vehicle platform, and the vibration sensor, the terrain classification comparison test based on five different terrains was completed. The results show that the proposed algorithm has higher classification accuracy, and different platforms and running speeds have certain influence on the terrain classification at the same time, which provides support for subsequent practical applications.
Introduction
With the deepening of deep space exploration missions, planetary rovers have become the main mode of detecting activities [1] , requiring rovers to have accurate perception of the environment. On the one hand, it can directly obtain information on the state of the unknown environment. On the other hand, it can provide rich environmental information for the planning system and provide support for the path planning and obstacle avoidance of the rover [2] [3] [4] . Among them, how to effectively classify and identify the terrain is particularly important, as it directly affects the path selection of the rover, and thus determines whether the detection task can be carried out smoothly. In recent years, this direction has gradually become a research hotspot.
At present, terrain classification based on different sensing modes has been deeply studied, such as vision [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , radar [11, 12] , sound [13] [14] [15] , inertial measurement [16, 17] , and multi-sensor fusion [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, for the planetary rover process, the operating environment is highly uncertain, and the sensor is prone to failure. For example, in a strong lighting environment, the visual inspection will be in an unreliable state. In the Mars detection environment where there will be changing dusty weather, it is unfavorable for radar. At the same time, considering the cost of the planetary rover, it is impossible to carry a full set of sensor loads and backups due to the limitation of mass and volume in sensor configuration. Therefore, it is necessary to have a robust sensing mode for the environment to realize terrain classification under different environments, and the vibration sensor is a very good choice. On one hand, the vibration information can reflect the terrain variation characteristics well the terrain. This method uses the AGV vibration transfer function to map the vibration output to the terrain input and validate it in the simulation using surface contours from real terrain. In 2012, Tick et al. [38] proposed a multi-level classifier terrain classification method based on angular velocity. The innovation lies in the use of acceleration and angular velocity measurements to characterize features in all basic directions, and the use of sequential forward floating feature selection for feature selection. In 2018, Dupont et al. [39] used probabilistic neural networks to realize online terrain classification and identification of vibration sensing measurements. In the same year, Dupont et al. [40] realized the terrain classification and recognition of mobile platforms at different speeds based on the method of feature space manifold. The vibration sensing measurement unit of the mobile platform was used for data acquisition, and the classification process is combined with principal component analysis to extract and reduce the features, and then the principal component analysis transform coefficients are used to develop and construct the manifold curve. These known coefficients are used to insert unknown coefficients of the terrain as the platform motion speed changes. In 2019, Mei et al. [41] validated the classification effect of different methods based on vibration characteristics. At the same time, it is pointed out that the classification effect of adding a shock absorber is better. Kolvenbach et al. [42] realized classification of planetary soil based on haptic detection. Lomio et al. [43] proposed a method of terrain classification in the indoor environment based on deep learning. Cunningham et al. [44] proposed a thermal inertial measurement method to improve the prediction ability of Mars environmental sideslip. Wang [45] gave a comparative analysis of different sensing modes for terrain classification.
Based on the existing research, combined with the characteristics of planetary rover, this paper proposes a new three-dimensional terrain classification and recognition method based on multi-layer perception. Firstly, based on the Clearpath Jackal unmanned vehicle platform, a vibration sensor is used for data acquisition; secondly, the feature vector for training is obtained by using fast Fourier transform and normalization processing. Then, using the multi-layer perception deep network training proposed in this paper, the mapping relationship between vibration information and terrain types is obtained. Finally, the comparison tests were carried out in different environments, different platforms and different speed environments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the algorithm framework and feature extraction method are given. Section 3 focuses on the terrain classification and recognition method based on vibration sensing information, which gives detailed explanation from multi-layer perception depth network design. Section 4 discusses the tests and verification based on a mobile platform, and makes comparative analysis of three aspects: the classification accuracy test of the proposed algorithm, the impact of different moving speeds on the classification accuracy, and the impact of different platforms on the classification accuracy. In the end, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
Overview

Algorithm Framework
Terrain classification based on vibration information involves three key processes. The first is the collection and processing of data. The second is offline training of the classification model. The last is the online classification identification application. For the acquisition and processing of vibration signals, this paper is based on the Clearpath Jackal unmanned vehicle platform equipped with a three-axis AFT601D vibration sensing unit. As shown in Figure 1 , the experimental platform collected and pre-processed signals in five different material topographies, brick, sand, flat, cement, and soil. After the data was collected, offline training of the deep neural network model was performed. As shown in Figure 2 , in the offline training phase, in order to enable the online classification stage to have higher resolution capability for different terrains, the three-dimensional raw vibration data collected by the sensor was first initialized and segmented to form a vector with a duration of one second. Secondly, the frequency domain was transformed by fast Fourier transform, and the eigenvectors for training were obtained by normalization. Finally, a multi-layer perception, deep neural network was built for parameter learning, and a network model that can be used online was obtained, which was then used for online terrain classification prediction.
The core of the method lies in the characterization of vibration information and the training of the multi-layer perception, deep neural network. Therefore, a reasonable feature representation should be adopted for the processing of vibration information, and appropriate network structure, activation function and loss representation should be adopted for deep network training. Therefore, based on the given classification implementation framework, the following focuses on feature extraction and deep neural network design. After the data was collected, offline training of the deep neural network model was performed. As shown in Figure 2 , in the offline training phase, in order to enable the online classification stage to have higher resolution capability for different terrains, the three-dimensional raw vibration data collected by the sensor was first initialized and segmented to form a vector with a duration of one second. Secondly, the frequency domain was transformed by fast Fourier transform, and the eigenvectors for training were obtained by normalization. Finally, a multi-layer perception, deep neural network was built for parameter learning, and a network model that can be used online was obtained, which was then used for online terrain classification prediction.
The core of the method lies in the characterization of vibration information and the training of the multi-layer perception, deep neural network. Therefore, a reasonable feature representation should be adopted for the processing of vibration information, and appropriate network structure, activation function and loss representation should be adopted for deep network training. Therefore, based on the given classification implementation framework, the following focuses on feature extraction and deep neural network design. 
Feature Extraction
First of all, it is necessary to represent and extract the characteristics of the vibration signal. Choosing the appropriate representation mode is crucial for the subsequent operation processing. During the training process, it is necessary to learn the vibration signal characteristics of the known terrain type. Therefore, the experimental platform needs to traverse different surfaces multiple times to collect vibration information. This study used three, single-axis, vibration sensing units to achieve a working frequency of 100 Hz. In order to facilitate the processing of the data, the collected vibration data was segmented, and each segment corresponds to a stroke of one second of the experimental platform, so that a vector of one size can be generated, that is:
where DATA i is the vibration data collected on each axis, i = 1, 2, 3 is the x, y, z axis, respectively. V i is a vector consisting of vibration data collected in one second. Finally, mark each vector as its corresponding terrain type.
where T j is the type of terrain, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond to brick, sand, flat, cement, and soil. Next, the original vibration signal was converted to the frequency domain. The original data was normalized first, and each vibration vector was normalized to a vector with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
where
Then, a 100 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) was done to convert the original time domain data of the experimental platform into the frequency domain. From the results, this transformation can better characterize the difference between different topography. The reason why the fast Fourier transform was used is that it greatly improves the processing speed compared to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). For 100 sample points, the fast Fourier transform only needs to be calculated 200 times, while the conventional DFT needs to be calculated 10,000 times. After applying the FFT to each vector, each vector was normalized to the (0,1) interval. Standardization prevents high-level data from being dominated in later training. Thus, after the original data was normalized by the data, the indicators are in the same order of magnitude, which is suitable for comprehensive comparative evaluation.
As mentioned in the survey section, the current vibration-based terrain classification method is mainly based on the vertical measurement, that is, the z-direction, because the terrain change has a large influence in the up and down direction. On this basis, the paper adds the measurement of horizontal data, that is, the front-back and the left-right directions, which increases the dimension of the data, and is intended to find the best representation mode between the multi-dimensional data and the terrain category.
In summary, a simple and effective three-axis, information classification method is presented. In each terrain test phase, the vibration data of the three axes was acquired first, and the vibration data in three directions was obtained through standardization processing, that is, before and after (V Finally, each signal was normalized to the (0,1) interval. By connecting the transformed three-axis signal as a feature vector, a feature vector representation for actual training can be obtained. That is
At this time, the dimension of the feature vector was 1 × 300. These feature vectors were then trained in neural networks. Through the above method, based on the experimental platform and sensor, the data was collected for five different material topography. As shown in Figure 3 , the left picture shows the material used, the middle is the initial data sampling result, and the right picture shows the signal after preprocessing. It can be seen from the results that the conversion of the vibration signal to the frequency domain analysis can better reflect the difference of different materials, and the characteristics of different materials can be distinguished. 
Multi-Layer Perception Deep Neural Network Design
Deep Neural Network
Feedforward neural networks are a special form of supervised neural networks that use high-precision approximate computational models through advanced parallel hierarchical processing structures. Each layer consists of a number of neurons with different functions, and each neuron between the layers is in a fully connected form. Multi-layer perception is a special kind of feedforward neural network, and its data processing is usually carried out in the input layer, hidden side, and output layer. This is similar to the forward propagation of the BP neural network. The difference is that multi-layer perception can design and classify complex data through the design of parameters such as network layer number, number of neurons, and activation function.
Based on the above analysis, this paper designed a five-layer, multi-layer perception, deep neural network to verify the classification and recognition ability of the algorithm for different terrains. Each layer is fully connected. As shown in Figure 4 , the first four layers of activation functions are Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) functions [46] , and the last layer is the Softmax function [47] . The network input is the eigenvector obtained by preprocessing. The acquisition method is given in Section 2.2. Different materials correspond to different input signals. The output value is then obtained through the processing of the hidden layer, and the output value is the classification of the corresponding terrain. 
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In which, ( ) f  is the activation function,
is the offset of the j node of the l layer.
Compared with the traditional BP neural network, the network design has made corresponding improvements in the selection of the activation function and the calculation of the loss function. The calculation transfer instructions are given below. First, given the first layer is the input layer, the input information is [v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ]. For layer l, the number of neurons in each layer is L l , the corresponding output is y l , the output of the i node is y
, and the corresponding input is u
The weight matrix connecting the l and l − 1 layers is W l . The weight from the j node of the l − 1 layer to the i node of the l layer is w (ij) l . Then the transfer relationship of the forward propagation calculation can be obtained. That is y
In which, f (·) is the activation function, b
is the offset of the j node of the l layer. Compared with the traditional BP neural network, the network design has made corresponding improvements in the selection of the activation function and the calculation of the loss function. 
Activation Function Selection
Whether in the BP neural network or in the feedforward neural network, the sigmoid type function is often used as the activation function. The function curve of the sigmoid function and its gradient curve are shown in Figure 5 . It can be clearly seen that after the signal is processed by the sigmoid function, a value between (0,1) is output. The part at both ends is compressed to the vicinity of the edge value, and thus leads to the disappearance of the gradient, which has the opposite effect on the rapid convergence of network training. 
Whether in the BP neural network or in the feedforward neural network, the sigmoid type function is often used as the activation function. The function curve of the sigmoid function and its gradient curve are shown in Figure 5 . It can be clearly seen that after the signal is processed by the sigmoid function, a value between (0,1) is output. The part at both ends is compressed to the vicinity of the edge value, and thus leads to the disappearance of the gradient, which has the opposite effect on the rapid convergence of network training. In order to avoid this phenomenon, this section introduces the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) into the multi-layer network training. Due to its better gradient characteristics, it plays a positive role in the convergence of deep networks. The ReLU function is actually a piecewise function defined as:
As shown in Figure 6 , the gradient of the ReLU function is constant, which is more biologically similar to the neuron information transfer mechanism and has a greater efficiency advantage in deep network calculations due to its simplified form. Furthermore, compared with the sigmoid function, the gradient value of the ReLU function is 0 or 1, which solves the problem of gradient disappearance to some extent and improves the speed of network convergence. Finally, because of the segmented nature of the ReLU function, some neurons can be set to output 0 during data processing, which ensures that the network has a certain sparsity and reduces the risk of over-fitting. It has certain optimization effects on network learning ability. In addition, in order to better distinguish the type of terrain recognition, the Softmax function was introduced after full connection. This function, also known as the exponential normalization function, is a normalized form of a statistical function that maps a K-dimensional real vector to a new K-dimensional real vector in the range (0,1) . Its function form is In order to avoid this phenomenon, this section introduces the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) into the multi-layer network training. Due to its better gradient characteristics, it plays a positive role in the convergence of deep networks. The ReLU function is actually a piecewise function defined as:
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The sum of the mapped values is 1, satisfying the nature of the probability. In turn, this thought transformation can be utilized. When the output node is finally selected, the node with the highest probability can be selected, that is, the output value is the largest value. As shown in Figure 7 , this function is introduced in the output layer to match the given terrain type by the corresponding value.
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where ( ) ξ Φ is a regular term, ξ is the parameter of the model learning, ( ) f  is the activation function,
x is the training sample data. For the research in this paper, focusing on the empirical risk items, there is
In the BP neural network compared with this paper, we use the L2 loss, that is, the mean square error (MSE), to evaluate the deviation between the predicted value and the actual value. This method is often used for regression problems. However, for terrain classification and recognition, the output is a discrete variable, so this section uses the cross-entropy loss function [48] to achieve the same effect. This loss function is often used for binary classification, and the classification for multiple classes can be given by the following function. 
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In the BP neural network compared with this paper, we use the L2 loss, that is, the mean square error (MSE), to evaluate the deviation between the predicted value and the actual value. This method is often used for regression problems. However, for terrain classification and recognition, the output is a discrete variable, so this section uses the cross-entropy loss function [48] to achieve the same effect. This loss function is often used for binary classification, and the classification for multiple classes can be given by the following function.
Therefore, the difference between the two probability distributions is measured by cross entropy. If the cross entropy is large, this means that the difference between the two distributions is large. Conversely, if the cross entropy is small, the two distributions are similar to each other.
Results and Discussion
Based on the above methods, this paper verifies the environment in five terrains. The experimental parameters are set as shown in Table 1 . Firstly, the classification accuracy of proposed algorithm and BP Neural Network [49] is compared. Then the influence of the platform on the classification recognition effect under different running speeds is given synchronously. Finally, the effects of different platforms on classification recognition are compared. Furthermore, the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed algorithm in the context of platform and state changes are analyzed from multiple perspectives. This test collects vibration data for 2 min for different terrain. According to the above segmentation method, 120 sets of data are collected for each type of terrain, so a total of 600 sets of data are collected. In the training process, 500 sets of data are selected randomly, and the remaining 100 sets of data are used as test samples.
Before the analysis, the training curve of the trained multi-layer perception network model on the test data set is given. As shown in Figure 8 , the overall prediction accuracy on the test set after the network convergence is 0.883, because the data acquisition area is an outdoor natural environment, which is lower than the laboratory test accuracy, but the accuracy meets the needs of practical applications.
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In summary, it can be seen from the test results that the recognition accuracy of the terrain based on the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network is better than that based on the BP neural network.
Speed Change Test
It can be seen from the previous section that the algorithm proposed in this paper has a good classification effect on five terrains under constant velocity motion. Based on this, this section analyzes the accuracy of terrain classification under different speed states. In this experiment, the mobile platform, vibration sensing equipment and five terrain environments were the same as in the previous experiment. Data acquisition was performed under v = 0.2 m/s, v = 0.4 m/s and v = 0.6 m/s uniform motion, and five sets of experimental samples were taken at each speed state. The classification accuracy results are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that there has good classification accuracy for five terrains under three speed states. In order to analyze the influence of the change of speed on the accuracy of terrain classification, the above results are plotted as a histogram, as shown in Figure 10 . Overall, speed has no consistent effect on classification accuracy, but it can be found from some details that there is a certain reference value for the improvement of precision. First of all, for the flat and sand environments, with the increase of speed, the classification accuracy increases. This can lead to the conclusion that the higher the speed, the greater the difference between the two terrains and other terrains, the more obvious the feature differentiation degree. Secondly, for brick, cement, and soil environments, the highest classification accuracy is at a speed of v = 0.4 m/s, which indicates that for these three terrains, there is no simple relationship where the higher or lower the speed, the higher the classification accuracy and the analysis needs through testing to further examine this. Finally, from the horizontal comparison at different speeds, it can be found that the overall classification accuracy is higher than the other two operating states at a speed of v = 0.4 m/s, and the overall recognition accuracy reaches 92.29%. Therefore, from a comprehensive perspective, the speed of the experimental test environment has a certain impact on the classification accuracy of the terrain. It is necessary to perform adaptive analysis according to different platforms and different operating environments.
It can be seen from the previous section that the algorithm proposed in this paper has a good classification effect on five terrains under constant velocity motion. Based on this, this section analyzes the accuracy of terrain classification under different speed states. In this experiment, the mobile platform, vibration sensing equipment and five terrain environments were the same as in the previous experiment.
uniform motion, and five sets of experimental samples were taken at each speed state.
The classification accuracy results are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that there has good classification accuracy for five terrains under three speed states. Table 3 . Prediction accuracy of different speeds for different terrains. In order to analyze the influence of the change of speed on the accuracy of terrain classification, the above results are plotted as a histogram, as shown in Figure 10 . Overall, speed has no consistent effect on classification accuracy, but it can be found from some details that there is a certain reference value for the improvement of precision. First of all, for the flat and sand environments, with the increase of speed, the classification accuracy increases. This can lead to the conclusion that the higher the speed, the greater the difference between the two terrains and other terrains, the more obvious the feature differentiation degree. Secondly, for brick, cement, and soil environments, the highest classification accuracy is at a speed of 0.4 m s v = , which indicates that for these three terrains, there is no simple relationship where the higher or lower the speed, the higher the classification accuracy and the analysis needs through testing to further examine this. Finally, from the horizontal comparison at different speeds, it can be found that the overall classification accuracy is higher than the other two operating states at a speed of 0.4 m s v = , and the overall recognition accuracy reaches 92.29% . Therefore, from a comprehensive perspective, the speed of the experimental test environment has a certain impact on the classification accuracy of the terrain. It is necessary to perform adaptive analysis according to different platforms and different operating environments. Similarly, in order to compare the accuracy effect of the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network on terrain classification, the overall classification accuracy based on BP neural network was calculated synchronously. The result is shown in Figure 11 . It can be seen that at different speeds, the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network is significantly better than the latter, and from the overall trend, the above analysis of the impact of speed variation on classification accuracy is verified. Similarly, in order to compare the accuracy effect of the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network on terrain classification, the overall classification accuracy based on BP neural network was calculated synchronously. The result is shown in Figure 11 . It can be seen that at different speeds, the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network is significantly better than the latter, and from the overall trend, the above analysis of the impact of speed variation on classification accuracy is verified. Figure 11 . Classification accuracy of two algorithms at different speeds.
Experiment Accuracy
Different Platform Test
By analyzing the above test results, it is considered that different platforms have different vibration characteristics due to their own quality and performance, even in the same operating state and the same test environment. Therefore, this section will compare and analyze the impact on terrain classification accuracy for different mobile platforms. The experimental sensor and experimental environment remain unchanged. The mobile platform used the Blue Whale XQ unmanned vehicle platform [50] in addition to the Clearpath Jackal unmanned vehicle platform [51] Table 4 . It can be seen that good recognition accuracy can be obtained. Figure 12 shows the histogram of the classification results of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform. It can be seen that the overall classification accuracy of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform has reached a very high level, and there is no uniform law on the influence of speed on its classification accuracy. However, from the horizontal comparison of speed, it has a higher overall classification 
By analyzing the above test results, it is considered that different platforms have different vibration characteristics due to their own quality and performance, even in the same operating state and the same test environment. Therefore, this section will compare and analyze the impact on terrain classification accuracy for different mobile platforms. The experimental sensor and experimental environment remain unchanged. The mobile platform used the Blue Whale XQ unmanned vehicle platform [50] in addition to the Clearpath Jackal unmanned vehicle platform [51] previously used. At the same time, taking into account the influence of speed, the test was performed at speeds of v = 0.2 m/s, v = 0.4 m/s and v = 0.6 m/s. The classification accuracy on the five terrains is shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that good recognition accuracy can be obtained. Figure 12 shows the histogram of the classification results of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform. It can be seen that the overall classification accuracy of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform has reached a very high level, and there is no uniform law on the influence of speed on its classification accuracy. However, from the horizontal comparison of speed, it has a higher overall classification accuracy at a speed of v = 0.4 m/s, which is similar to the results of the Jackal unmanned vehicle platform. It can be inferred that in the terrain environments used in this experiment, the data collected by the test platform at a speed of v = 0.4 m/s has an easily distinguishable vibration characteristic, which can increase the recognition accuracy of the terrain. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the classification and recognition accuracy of the two platforms at different speeds. It can be clearly seen that the recognition accuracy of the XQ platform is significantly better than that of the Jackal platform, and there are opposite results in only a few operating conditions. It can be seen that for the material topography tested in this paper, XQ is more suitable for classification and recognition of terrain. By comparing the parameters between the platforms, the reason for the difference between their results is likely to due to the fact that the XQ platform is lower quality and is more sensitive to terrain changes, and the vibration sensor unit data changes more clearly, which increases differentiation between different terrains, and thus results in better classification results. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the classification and recognition accuracy of the two platforms at different speeds. It can be clearly seen that the recognition accuracy of the XQ platform is significantly better than that of the Jackal platform, and there are opposite results in only a few operating conditions. It can be seen that for the material topography tested in this paper, XQ is more suitable for classification and recognition of terrain. By comparing the parameters between the platforms, the reason for the difference between their results is likely to due to the fact that the XQ platform is lower quality and is more sensitive to terrain changes, and the vibration sensor unit data changes more clearly, which increases differentiation between different terrains, and thus results in better classification results. , which is similar to the results of the Jackal unmanned vehicle platform. It can be inferred that in the terrain environments used in this experiment, the data collected by the test platform at a speed of 0.4 m s v = has an easily distinguishable vibration characteristic, which can increase the recognition accuracy of the terrain. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the classification and recognition accuracy of the two platforms at different speeds. It can be clearly seen that the recognition accuracy of the XQ platform is significantly better than that of the Jackal platform, and there are opposite results in only a few operating conditions. It can be seen that for the material topography tested in this paper, XQ is more suitable for classification and recognition of terrain. By comparing the parameters between the platforms, the reason for the difference between their results is likely to due to the fact that the XQ platform is lower quality and is more sensitive to terrain changes, and the vibration sensor unit data changes more clearly, which increases differentiation between different terrains, and thus results in better classification results. Figure 14 shows the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the BP neural network. It can be seen that the test results based on the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network are better than the BP neural network-based classification results under different platforms and different speed conditions. Once again, the advantages of the proposed algorithm over the previous method are illustrated. However, it is also clear to see the impact of different platforms on the classification results. The classification accuracy of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform based on BP neural network is better than that of the Jackal unmanned vehicle platform based on the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network at v = 0.2 m/s and v = 0.6 m/s. Therefore, the choice of platform is equally important for terrain classification and recognition. On the contrary, for the planetary rover mission, given the configuration of the rover system, it is necessary to select a vibration sensor with the appropriate range to make the feature distinction more obvious and facilitate the development of the task. Figure 14 shows the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the BP neural network. It can be seen that the test results based on the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network are better than the BP neural network-based classification results under different platforms and different speed conditions. Once again, the advantages of the proposed algorithm over the previous method are illustrated. However, it is also clear to see the impact of different platforms on the classification results. The classification accuracy of the XQ unmanned vehicle platform based on BP neural network is better than that of the Jackal unmanned vehicle platform based on the deep, multi-layer perception, neural network at 0.2 m s v = and 0.6 m s v = . Therefore, the choice of platform is equally important for terrain classification and recognition. On the contrary, for the planetary rover mission, given the configuration of the rover system, it is necessary to select a vibration sensor with the appropriate range to make the feature distinction more obvious and facilitate the development of the task. Figure 14 . Classification accuracy of two algorithms at different speeds.
Conclusions
In this paper, a terrain classification and recognition method based on a multi-layer perception, deep neural network is designed for the effective identification of terrain in the process of planetary exploration. Five different outdoor environments have been comprehensively tested based with the Clearpath Jackal unmanned vehicle platform, the Blue Whale XQ unmanned vehicle platform and a vibration sensor. It can be concluded from the results that the terrain estimation algorithm proposed in this paper has better classification and recognition accuracy for the five terrains tested, and the algorithm has certain advantages compared with the traditional BP neural network-based classification results. Furthermore, through comparison experiments at different speeds and different platforms, it can be concluded that the choice of the experimental platform and the difference in operating speed will have an impact on the recognition results. Therefore, in the actual application process, it is necessary to select a suitable platform according to different requirements.
In addition, the proposed method needs offline learning and training, which is very difficult for planetary exploration as it is hard to obtain real terrain vibration data, especially for the first exploration area, as it is impossible to obtain in advance. To overcome this limitation, a feasible model is as follows: (1) Based on the method proposed in this paper, the rover can distinguish different soft and hard terrain materials. (2) Sampling data taken from the safe visual range of the landing area for planetary exploration, the classification ability of existing networks is improved based on sampled small sample data. (3) Improving the self-learning ability and robustness of the network to new data based on transfer learning so it can provide feasible support for practical application. 
In addition, the proposed method needs offline learning and training, which is very difficult for planetary exploration as it is hard to obtain real terrain vibration data, especially for the first exploration area, as it is impossible to obtain in advance. To overcome this limitation, a feasible model is as follows: (1) Based on the method proposed in this paper, the rover can distinguish different soft and hard terrain materials. (2) Sampling data taken from the safe visual range of the landing area for planetary exploration, the classification ability of existing networks is improved based on sampled small sample data. (3) Improving the self-learning ability and robustness of the network to new data based on transfer learning so it can provide feasible support for practical application.
In summary, the research in this paper has certain significance, but it is still necessary to expand the research and analysis of different material topography, and to expand the analysis of the speed tests within the allowable range of the platform, so as to give more general experimental conclusions. 
